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While this UPDATE has nothing to do with RBC
maintenance or repair, we thought some
background information should be written that will
maintain positive feelings about RBCs and repair
some misconceptions there may be about the RBC
process.
Please take a few minutes to read the following
article, which was published in the April 1996
issue of Water/Engineering & Management. It was
written to put RBC technology in its proper
perspective.
But, before going any further, we will acknowledge
those operators who have experienced failures at
their particular plants. We will also say that they
are among the minority when it comes to
mechanical or process difficulties, and yes, even
disasters.
Through travels to hundreds and hundreds of RBC
plants around the world, there have been many
operators who would say (some in foreign
languages and interpreted), “I must be one of the
luckiest operators there is. I haven’t had any
mechanical problems and the process is really
doing great.”
The fact is, the only stories you do hear about
RBCs are the problems…shaft failures, media and
media structural support failures and inadequate
process performance. But, nobody hears about how
good the overall RBC picture actually is, and how
well they do perform.

Of the some 1,800 RBC plants worldwide, about
90% have operated without problems, either
mechanical or process related. And of the some
11,000 RBCs currently operating, the shaft failure
rate is only about 5%.
But again, those plants which may only have 1 or 2
RBCs and experienced 100% failure, or even those
plants which operate 80 RBCs and have
experienced major failures, the statistics don’t
mount up to a hill of beans, and understandably so.
Oddly enough though, even some of those
operators who have gone through failures have said
they still feel RBCs provide a great process.
However, as the following article explains, the
mechanical problems, which were inherent to
RBCs, were of an old vintage unit. Things have
changed.
The RBC process has been labeled as poor or
failed technology because of its history and not
current mechanical performance and application.
Yes, it took a long time and the RBC industry paid
dearly. Trust me. Anyone who is first in line with
new technology has to deal with the learning curve.
But again, lessons were learned and things have
changed.
Now, the information in the article may not affect
your current opinion or, you may not care at this
point, but we feel it was important to tell you…
“the rest of the story”.

The following is a current run-down on the RBC
manufacturers since the technology really got
underway in the U.S. The rest is an editorial for
which any comments or discussions would be
welcome.
There were a number of companies which got
involved with RBCs once they saw them “fly”.
Autotrol pioneered RBC technology in the U.S. in
1970. CLOW, which started manufacturing RBCs
in the early 1970s, sold its second generation
EnviroDisc to Water Reclamation in about 1985,
which eventually sold it to Walker Process
Equipment in 1988. Walker, while shelving its
BioSpiral design it sold since 1978, continues to
sell EnviroDisc today.
Environmental Pollution Control, Inc. got started
in 1971 and sold its RBC design to Hormel later
that year. Hormel sold its design to LYCO, which
began selling RBCs in 1981. In 1982, Autotrol sold
its Bio/Aero-Surf design to Envirex, which
discontinued its manufacture in 2006. Then, U.S.
Filter acquired LYCO in 1991; acquired Envirex in
1995, and then all of U.S. Filter was purchased by
Vivendi in 1999. In 2005, The Envirex and LYCO
RBC portion of U.S. Filter was purchased by
Siemens. What next?
Several other RBC manufacturers were Tate, FMC,
Crane-Cockran and ABS (perhaps you can think of
others), but they were not or are not major
contributors within the industry.
Regarding plant operations in many cases,
operators are instructed to operate their plant “by
the book”. The problem is, there is no “book”
when it comes to operating an RBC plant, or most
any other type of plant for that matter.
An experienced operator should be encouraged and
allowed to experiment with equipment in order to
treat what comes into the plant to the required level
or better, of what goes out. Anyone who insists a
plant should be run by the book, has probably only
operated one in a book.

Service, which should be a focal point of the RBC
manufacturers’ dedication to the industry, can help
guide the operators through any initial difficulties
and can continue to teach them to remedy future
problems, if any, using variations of the basic
theme.
Process performance guarantees should be no
problem provided all parameters are included
during initial design stages. Customers expect the
manufacturers to stand behind their equipment
regarding both mechanical integrity and process
performance. The operators should be able to count
on the manufacturer’s help during the entire
“shake-down” (warranty) period.
RBC Manufacturers should be sharing the benefits
of their experiences from plants around the world
and not just concentrating on how to change a
bearing, tighten a drive belt or the like, which
seems to be the bulk of information found in their
O&M Manuals.
RBC Services is an independent firm whose
personnel gained most of their experience in the
field - with the operators, during those times when
it seemed the sky was falling on the RBC industry.
We’ve seen every type of problem imaginable,
understood their causes and how to correct them.
We agree that RBCs need to be mechanically
maintained, but their main purpose is to perform a
process. If the RBC manufacturers could afford to
offer more guidance, operators would gain more
confidence in operating their plants. This helps
create a higher level of workmanship, which in
turn, induces pride in putting out a high quality
effluent, which benefits us all. And after all, isn’t
that what it’s all about?
If you have any comments about the article, points
made in this UPDATE or would want to discuss
your particular operations, I would be pleased to
hear from you.

